The energy conversion conjugate conduction-convection Ohmic mixed heat and mass transfer of an incompressible viscoelastic fluid on thermal forming stretching sheet has been studied. The present study has been applied similarity transformation method to change the partial differential equations transform to a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, and it has also been used an implicit finite-difference method to solve the system's equations. The numerical calculating results for the conjugate heat transfer energy conversion problem which have been carried out as functions of viscoelastic number E, Prandtl number Pr and buoyancy parameter Gr, Gc, etc. The parameters of E, E1, Gr, Gc and Pr are important energy conversion factors in this study, it should be produced greater heat transfer energy conversion effect with a larger values of E, E1, Gr, Gc or Pr, but the parameter M or Ec will be reduced the heat transfer energy conversion effect. For mass transfer energy conversion processing, the Schemidt number Sc or reaction parameter Rc will be increased the mass transfer energy conversion effects. For heat conduction energy conversion aspect, the convection-conduction number Ncc will be increased the heat conduction energy conversion effect. Because of present study has been studied about many parameters physical features, so that it is also belong to a multimedia physical feature study work.
Introduction
The energy conversion physical phenomena for the flow of an incompressible non-Newtonian viscoelastic flow over an extrusion stretching sheet are importance to industrial applications. For instance, it had been used in the extrusion of a polymer sheet from an extrusion manufacturing processing. Hartnett (1992) studied second-grade viscoelastic fluids for some dilutes polymer solutions in fluids. Bhattacharyya (2011) studied dual solutions in boundary layer stagnation-point flow and mass transfer with chemical reaction past a stretching/shrinking sheet. Mahantesh et al. (2011) studied heat transfer in MHD viscoelastic boundary layer flow over a stretching sheet with thermal radiation and non-uniform heat source/sink. Above studies are mainly for viscoelastic boundary layer fluid flow and present study is specific physical multimedia features for importance phenomena. Pal and Mondal (2010) studied heat and mass transfer over a stretching sheet with thermal radiation and Ohmic dissipation, which was provided about the Ohmic dissipation problem. The heat transfers in a liquid film over an unsteady stretching sheet had been investigated by (Mahantesh et al. 2012; Turkyilmazoglu, 2011) studied analytic heat and mass transfer of the mixed hydrodynamic/thermal slip MHD viscous flow over a stretching sheet, this paper provided heat and mass transfer effects. Dorrepaal et al. (1992) studied a viscoelastic fluid near a point of reattachment, this was a stagnation flow field study. The two-dimensional stagnation second grade fluid had been investigated by (Ariel, 2002) , the 1-D stagnation extension to a 2-D flow. had made an analysis of stagnation point flow of a viscoelastic fluid towards a stretching surface. Auzinger et al. (2002) studied the solution routine for singular boundary value problems. Serdar and Dokuz (2006) studied three-dimensional stagnation point flow of a second grade fluid towards a moving plate. had researched stagnation-point flow of a viscoelastic fluid towards a stretching surface. Joseph and Patrick (2007) had analysis of stagnation point flow toward a stretching sheet. Turkyilmazoglu (2012) studied exact analytical solutions for heat and mass transfer of MHD slip flow in nanofluids. Su et al. (2012) studied MHD mixed convective heat transfer over a permeable stretching wedge with thermal radiation and ohmic heating. Zhang and Zheng (2012) studied MHD thermosolutal Marangoni convection with the heat generation and a first-order chemical reaction problem. Hsiao (2010c) studied viscoelastic fluid over a stretching sheet with electromagnetic effects and non-uniform heat source/sink. Hsiao (2010a) investigated the stagnation point mixed convection problems in micropolar nonNewtonian flow by using a numerical method, but not towards a viscoelastic fluid flow convection problem. Hsiao and Hsu (2009) had studied conjugate heat transfer problems about a second grade fluid adjacent to a stretching sheet. The above are the related fields comparison to this work, but still have not toward the mixed heat and mass transfer with chemical reaction effects toward a stagnation point flow field. Recently Abel (2008) had studied viscoelastic MHD flow and heat transfer over a stretching sheet with viscous and Ohmic dissipations, which study was consider the viscous and Ohmic dissipations phenomena but not include stagnation flow together. Hsiao (2010b) had studied the heat and mass mixed convection for MHD viscoelastic fluid past a stretching sheet with Ohmic dissipation, but not consider the stagnation flow effects. Pal and Chatterjee (2011) studied mixed convection magnetohydrodynamic heat and mass transfer past a stretching surface in a micropolar fluid-saturated porous medium under the influence of Ohmic heating, Soret and Dufour effects, but not consider the non-Newtonian viscoelastic fluid flow. Recently, Khan et al. (2012) studied about unsteady linear viscoelastic fluid over a stretching/shrinking sheet in the region of stagnation point. Hayat et al. (2012) investigated Soret and Dufour effects for threedimensional flow in a viscoelastic fluid over a stretching surface. Hsiao (2015) studied for MHD viscoelastic fluid past a stretching sheet with Ohmic dissipation. Hsiao (2014) studied heat and mass nanofluid flow also. Lin et al. (2014a Lin et al. ( , 2014b and Hsiao (2013) investigated about food extrusion and energy conversion with multimedia features problems. Recently, there are some studies about magnetic field effect by 2015a , 2015b , 2015c , 1015d . Oubella1 et al. (2014) studied numerical simulation of mixed convection heat and mass transfers with film evaporation of water or acetone in a vertical channel problem which was one I-Hua Lin and Kai-Long Hsiao / American Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer (2015) Vol. 2 No. 3 pp. 127-145 129 kind of mix convection study. Yahaya and Simon (2015) investigated pressure gradient on a permeable surface with convective boundary condition, it was another kind of convective problem. Gaikwad and Kamble (2015) discussed about theoretical study of cross diffusion effects on convective instability of maxwell fluid in porous medium, it was one kind of Non-Newtonian flow study work.
From above the other studies, provide the motivation for the present analysis in which the authors study the food extrusion energy conversion conjugate Ohmic Soret-Dufour heat and mass transfer in an incompressible second-grade fluid caused by a stretching sheet. A similarity derivation technique was used and the resulting similar equations were solved by using the numerical method of finite difference. The novelty is shown by a complex system which is never appearing before. The effects of Prandtl number (Pr), vicoelastic number (E), magnetic parameter (M), electric parameter (E1), free-convection parameters (Gr, Gc), Eckert number (Ec), Schemidt number (Sc), reaction parameter (Rc) and convection-conduction number (Ncc) on the stretching sheet were discussed in the present study. The finite-difference method only is one of the method applications for ordinary differential equations, but maybe is not a best one for such problems, present study using it just is provided another ways to solve the similar problems.
Theory and Analysis
The important physical interpretation has been described as following. For free convection, the physical phenomenon is the case in which the difference between the surface temperatures T and the free stream temperature T  namely T  -T, which is appreciably large, causing the free convection currents to flow in the boundary layer. On the other hand, for Ohmic flow region is exposed under uniform transverse magnetic fields and uniform electric field, when magnetic field is not so strong then electric field and magnetic field obey the Ohm's law. For Ohm's law the current in a circuit varies directly with the voltage when the resistance is constant. Ohm varied the voltage across the resistance and measured the current through it. In each case, when he divided voltage by the current, the result was the same. In short, Ohms Law, which can be stated as, the current is directly proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional to the resistance. A magnetic field B and electric field are now applied to the sheet, and can produce the magnetic force and electric force to change the sheet temperature, the sheet is embedded in a thermally stratified medium of variable ambient temperature. The buoyancy force was applied to the flow field by the gravity factor influence and coupled by the heat and mass transfer with chemical reaction effects. A constant magnetic field of strength parameter B0 and electric field parameter E1 have been applied perpendicular to the thermal forming stretching sheet. The geometric model depicts in Figure 1 . 
Flow Field Analysis
Rivlin-Ericksen (1955)] provided a model equation for an incompressible non-Newtonian secondgrade fluid expressed as follows:
(1)
In above formula, T is the stress tensor, p is the pressure,  is the dynamic viscosity, , 0
The kinematic tensors 1 A and 2 A are defined as
Where V is velocities, T is stress tensor and d/dt is the material time derivative. The physical situation for mixed convection had discussed by Vajravelu and Rollins (1991) . Under the Boussinesq approximation and for steady state flow conditions, the boundary layer equations were given by Harris (1977) 
Where u, v are the velocity components in the x and y directions, T is the temperature, g is the magnitude of the gravity,  is the kinematic viscosity,  is the thermal diffusivity, 11 k/    is the first type of viscoelastic parameter,  is the coefficient of thermal expansion, T  is the temperature of the ambient fluid,  is the density, p c is the specific heat at constant pressure, k is the conductivity, C is the concentration of the chemically reactive species, D is the molecular diffusivity of chemically reactive species, Kc is the rate of chemical conversion and other quantities have their usual meanings. The boundary conditions to the problem are u=0, v=0, 
In addition, in terms of these new variables, we obtain the components as (8)- (11) has satisfied the continuity equation (5), Substituting (8)-(11) into (6), (7), we have
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Heat Conduction Analysis
The average Nusselt number
This expression can be written as
The stretching sheet temperature at any x location serves as the wall temperature for the adjacent fluid and has denoted as f T (x) . The stretching sheet energy equation can be expressed as
Equation (19) recasts in a dimensionless form by the substitutions
where 0 T is the base temperature of the stretching sheet, so that
with boundary conditions
where cc N is the conduction-convection number and is defined as
The quantity h  is a dimensionless form of the convective heat transfer coefficient and can be written as
Numerical Technique
The present finite-difference method is similar to Box method (Chapra and Canale, 2009), but it is directly applied the above finite-difference formulas into the similarity boundary layer equations and solves them by using the Gauss elimination method with Newton's method. The numerical study by this work includes three important parts which are named Newton's method, Gaussian elimination and finite-difference formulas. It is important because it has a satisfactory theory of existence of solutions, as well as uniqueness and continuous dependence with respect to the initial data and it explains that the initial data must be confined at some conditions.
Newton's Method Restrict Conditions
(a) Newton's method iteratively uses tangential lines that pass through the consecutive approximations for the root. (b) The method needs a good initial guess. Otherwise the iterative solution may diverge or converge to an irrelevant solution. 
Gauss Elimination Method Necessary Conditions

Finite-Difference Method
In the present problem, the set of similar equations (12) to (16), (21), (22) are solved by a FiniteDifference method. These set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations have been discretized by finite-difference method with Newton's method by (Hsiao, 2012) . Vajravelu (2004) was also using analytical and numerical solutions to solve the related problems.
Results and Discussion
The objective of the present analysis is to study about energy conversion conjugate heat transfer of extrusion stretching sheet cooled or heated by a higher or lower Prandtl-number, second-grade viscoelastic fluid with various parameters. The model for grade-two fluid has been used in the momentum equations. Energy conversion effects of dimensionless parameters such as Prandtl number (Pr), vicoelastic number (E), magnetic parameter (M), electric parameter (E1), freeconvection parameters (Gr, Gc), Eckert number (Ec), Schemidt number (Sc), reaction parameter (Rc) and convection-conduction number (Ncc) are mainly interested of this study. Flow and temperature fields of the stagnation flow have been analyzed by utilizing the boundary layer concept to obtain a set of coupled momentum equations and energy equations. A similarity transformation has been used to convert the nonlinear, coupled partial differential equations to a set of nonlinear, coupled ordinary differential equations. (12) has not been included the stagnation part, and must be deleted 1 from the equation then make a comparison. curve is lower, so that the heat convective effect is higher for a larger E. values. It is observed that temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease when E1 is increased. However temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease for large values of E1. When the E1 value is larger and the  curve is lower, so that the heat convective effect is higher for a larger E1. Heat and Mass Transfer (2015) Vol. 2 No. 3 pp. 127-145 138 is observed that temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease when Pr is increased. So that temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease for large values of Pr. When the Pr is larger and the  curve is lower, so that the heat convective effect is higher for a larger Pr. It is observed that temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease when Gr is increased. So that temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness decrease for large values of Gr. When the Gr is larger and the  curve is lower, so that the heat convective effect is higher for a larger Gr.
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Conclusion
The energy conversion conjugate heat and mass transfer with Ohmic heating effects for a steady two-dimensional mixed convection of an incompressible second-grade fluid past a stretching sheet have been studied. Dimensionless heat transfer important factor -' (0)  is related to the energy conversion physical parameter values of E, Pr, M, E1, Ec, Gr, Gc, Sc, Rc and Ncc. At last, there are some important results for this study obtained as:
(1) The present energy conversion conjugate heat mass transfer for viscoelastic fluid flow towards a stretching sheet can be applied the industry similar extrusion processing, the study is a novel method for deal with conduction and convection and chemical reaction problems.
(2) It has been found that from figure 2 to figure 3 about the energy conversion momentum transfer phenomena, when magnetic parameter M increased, the dimensionless fluid velocity decreased. However it is observed that the effect of momentum in the boundary layer, which causes the momentum to decrease, which results in decreasing the fluid velocity. On the other hand, even to the dimensionless fluid velocity first gradient f' has the same result to reduce the momentum for the higher magnetic parameter M.
(3) It has been shown that from figures 5 and 10 about the energy conversion heat transfer phenomena when the magnetic parameter M and the Eckert number Ec are larger, so that the heat transfer effects are lower. On the other hand, It has found that from figures 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 when the viscoelastic number E, the electric parameter E1, the Prandtl number Pr, the free-convection parameter Gr and the free-convection mass transport parameter Gc are larger, so that the heat transfer effects are higher.
(4) It has been also found that from figures 11 and 12 about the energy conversion mass transfer phenomena, the effects of Schmidt number Sc or Reaction parameter Rc on mass transfer process may show that the increase of value of Sc or Rc result in the decrease of concentration distribution as a result of decrease of the concentration boundary layer thickness with the increased values of Sc or Rc.
(5) It is also shown that from figure 13 about the heat conduction phenomena, the larger energy conversion conduction-convection number Ncc can be obtained a larger effect in heat conduction processing.
(6) All of physical features are illustrated by different parameters and figures, so that it is also onind of multimedia physical feature to show the importance results about this study.
